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longer extant construction camp. The bridge is very well 
documented. The Bridge Branch of the Saskatchewan 
Department of Highways and Transportation maintains a 
permanent copy of the building plans and has complete 
files noting the limited modifications and additions that 
have affected it. The transient nature of the construction 
camp, which existed for only about one year, has meant 
that little has been found to document its layout. It 
included engineers' quarters, blacksmithing facilities, a 
small power plant, and dining and sleeping accommoda-
tion for a crew of about 100. Only a few photos showing 
the camp have been collected, while the few surface traces 
remaining have been obliterated by construction of the 
new bridge. 
Recording of the artifact has begun. Presentation of the 
historical data to a local audience has prompted interest in 
the structure as a heritage piece. A more extensive article 
is in preparation to bring the artifact to a larger profes-
sional audience. Finally, it is hoped that both the pre-
ceding activities and the present article will encourage 
interest in the heritage of our country, perhaps the most 
important function that any artifact can perform. 
The final responsibility of industrial archaeology is pre-
servation of the significant artifact. The fate of the Borden 
Bridge is still unknown. The historical data make a good 
case for its preservation as an important artifact. However, 
large in-place engineering structures such as a bridge are 
impossible to treat as usual museum acquisitions. In 
Summary of the Project 
During the summers of 1983-84, the Nova Scotia Museum 
undertook a newspaper research project which originated with the 
Newfoundland Museum in 1979- The original project set out to 
index advertisements for commodities found in nineteenth-century 
newspapers by way of systematically classifying and structuring 
the information for data entry into a computer retrieval system 
* Editorial Note: The project described in this paper forms part of the 
Atlantic Canada Newspaper Survey, various elements of which have 
been the subject of previous communications in Material History 
Bulletin. Original plans anticipated a third summer's work in 1985, 
taking advantage of the federal government's Career Oriented 
Summer Employment Programme for university students. The 
pressure of regular activities, however, will prevent the Nova Scotia 
Museum from participating as expected, and the work will be put on 
hold. It is hoped that work in other provinces will continue insofar as 
the National Museum of Man is, itself, able to sponsor the 
programme or as resources in various provinces permit. 
Ontario, the Ministries of Transportation and Communi-
cations and Citizenship and Culture have addressed this 
problem and created heritage criteria and a scale of options 
to minimize the loss of heritage bridges. The heritage 
criteria include items such as the age and construction 
material of the structure, information on the designer, the 
typicality of the design, and the visual and historical 
importance of the structure to the local environment. The 
preservation options run from "maintenance and/or 
strengthening of a bridge without significant material 
change to its visual appearance" to "a graphic and verbal 
display of the former structure utilizing information 
collected in the recording and detailed documentation 
mitigation measure."3 The possibilities for the Borden 
Bridge are only beginning to be explored at this time, but 
some form of recognition for the structure appears to be 
appropriate. 
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which would provide an inventory of goods and services available 
in Newfoundland for that period and which would thereby 
augment the documentation for the museum collections. The 
project was later taken up by the National Museum of Man and 
initiated at the New Brunswick Museum in 1982 and at the 
Nova Scotia Museum in 1983- Work began at the Prince 
Edward Island Museum and Heritage Foundation in 1984 • 
While the original focus and method for structuring the data 
were retained, the Nova Scotia Project was expanded in order 
that the treatment of the newspaper material would reflect the 
broad interpretation of "material culture" appropriate to the 
nature and distribution of the large and decentralized provincial 
collections of artifacts and sites. The project also took into con-
sideration the enhanced capabilities of the national retrieval 
system presently used for artifact and specimen records. The sense 
of an increasing necessity to develop an integrated information 
matrix which makes use of this sophisticated technology to bridge 
some large gaps in the museum documentation of material culture 
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was centralto development ofthe methodology for this project. The 
concept of this matrix is based on an extended view of the "collec-
tion mord" when "subject" within the conceptual framework of 
material culture is the organizing principle and where the appro-
priate structuring of the data for computer cross-reference and 
retrieval is the integrating mechanism. The following discussion 
outlines the basis for the approach taken in light of traditional 
approaches to documenting collections and the potential demand 
for information. 
In t roduc t ion and Rationale: Expectat ions for the 
Documen ta t ion of Collections 
In recent years the Canadian museum community has 
acquired an uneasy self-consciousness, shaped by the 
growing articulation of public and professional expecta-
tions of museums. This, at least in part, is an outcome of 
the rapid growth of the heritage industry and the concen-
trated "collecting" of the past two decades. The state of 
unease has been productive insofar as the development of 
management strategies for these typically large and varied 
collections has been given particular attention and 
support. This development of "collections management" 
has not only been made possible but has been accelerated 
through a relatively systematic, though not untroubled, 
application of computer technology unique to Canada. 
As well, a certain edge has been added with the growing 
public demand for access to collections and with increased 
consideration for the legal and ethical implications for 
"public trust." However, where "documentation" has 
been emphasized as a means by which collections can be 
accounted for and access established, expectations tor 
documenting collections remain unclear and the actual 
records for individual artifacts (which constitute the 
present documentation system for collections), have not as 
yet been sufficiently used for research or subjected to 
appraisal to further agitate concern. The acid test is on the 
horizon with the growing development of the study and 
presentation of "material culture" and the increasing 
sophistication of related research requirements. 
The present artifact or collection records in fact reflect 
what has up to this point been a necessary preoccupation 
with the physical management or basic accounting for 
collections. The resulting skeletal record system provides 
a level of documentation which is largely descriptive and 
reflects "inventory" considerations for objects (identifica-
tion, classification, and descriptions of physical attributes 
which are variable in length and complexity). To a small 
extent contextual information is included in reference to 
provenance and maker/artist biographic information. 
This tenacious notion of "documentation," albeit veiled 
by variable and indefinite expectations, presents certain 
and central questions: What purpose do we ultimately 
want the information we gather about our "collections" to 
serve and to what extent does it anticipate the breadth of 
material culture studies which museums hope to serve? 
Given the apparent and necessarily pragmatic limitations 
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of artifact records, what is their purpose, how can they be 
augmented, and to what extent can the notion of "collec-
tion record" be extended to reflect the domain of material 
culture? At the practical level, and on the assumption that 
a "collection record" is essentially an extension of the 
concept of an "artifact record," how can this kind of record 
be structured along the same principles for the purposes of 
retrieval by the system which presently handles artifact 
records? 
Limita t ions of the Artifact Record 
Research in the broadly defined area of material 
culture, albeit object-oriented, necessatily requires 
thematic or contextual amplification. For example, inven-
tories of tools must always be considered with reference to 
the makers and users, the place and time of use, and to the 
social and economic context of their t ime. These inven-
tories must, if they are to be of value to the study of the 
culture which generated the artifacts, refer also to the 
needs and the ideas which shaped them. Individual 
artifact records refer to specific elements of context, yet 
any composite of artifact records cannot reconstitute the 
entirety of their context. Their value is in their illumina-
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tion of certain aspects of context (depending of course on 
the extent to which they are "complete"). In fact, in order 
to guarantee the reliability of the indication of context 
provided by artifact records, a thorough contextual 
framework which draws on all appropriate and available 
sources of information must be constructed. 
Presently, collections of objects are documented almost 
exclusively through the "artifact record" — the comple-
ment of traits specific to a single object or closely related 
group of objects. In referring to the limitations of this 
type of record within the overall spectrum of information 
useful to the study of history and culture, it should be 
made clear that the inherent value of "artifact data" is not 
in question; rather, that the present records for collections 
of artifacts are limited by traditions determining their 
content and by the logistics of organizing information in 
the form of "record" for the purposes of access and manage-
ment. 
The tradition of "explaining" artifacts through their 
physical attributes has been aptly named the "fallacy of 
reductionism" and very much reflects a historical pattern 
of collecting and connoisseurship from which museums 
are only beginning to emerge. Here, the limitation is one 
of vision and institutional objective. The resulting record 
systems for these collections are characterized by a certain 
starkness which can sometimes seem exaggerated when re-
called from computer files. 
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The limitations imposed by the process of generating 
"information"3 from so-called "unstructured" data (in this 
case textual data), for the purpose of creating a systematic 
information system, are easily outweighed by the accelera-
tion of possibilities if the information is appropriately 
"structured." The process of structuring information for 
computer management must refer to both the way in 
which people actually process information (or impose 
organizational patterns on the seemingly random "infor-
mation environment" by way of categorizing strategies) 
and the capability of the particular computer system used 
for organizing the "chunks" of information.4 
Structuring information necessarily involves a process 
of interpretation and distillation where meaning is 
abstracted by identifying and grouping "significant 
elements." Where manual information systems tradition-
ally corralled significant information components 
through the arbitrary structure of a "record," computers 
have, in a sense, undone and reassembled the traditional 
idea of "record," whereby the components of information 
are kept in a more fluid form. The initial record which 
organizes and structures the "raw" data can in fact be quite 
complex without (ideally) inhibiting the shuffling and 
reassembly process — resulting in a potentially vast 
complex of "records." 
Back to the artifact record. While the basic documenta-
tion of artifact collections has certainly benefited from the 
application of computer technology (where a greater spec-
trum of atttibute distinctions has been built into the 
initial record, allowing far greater possibilities for inven-
tory comparisons and physical analysis), the possibilities 
for documenting and retrieving contextual associations 
have barely been tapped, leaving the artifact records, indi-
vidually and collectively, largely incomplete. 
Information Matrix Aligning Collection Records 
on the Basis of Subject and Context 
The traditional approach to organizing information on 
the basis of the physical attributes of the "collections" has 
been appropriate for the practical and necessary considera-
tions of preservation, storage, and rudimentary access 
(visible or physical access). This seems to be universally 
true for archival, fine art, and museum collections and is 
unavoidable given the specialized nature of these collec-
tions and the variety of material with which to contend. 
This approach has had a rather overpowering effect on the 
content of the artifact record and consequently on the 
balance of the resulting information system, particularly 
for museums where minute details of descriptive 
attributes have served as a kind of surrogate for "docu-
menting" collections. The outcome of this pattern has 
been a polarization of information in museums, with 
artifact records at one side and the highly-focused, specific 
results of research at the other with little between. The 
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potential for knitting this gap together by way of an infor-
mation matrix which incorporates and augments the 
artifact record and provides prepared ground for research 
is now within the realm of necessity. 
Previous treatment of this area has proved both elusive 
and difficult, not only because the process requires sophis-
ticated and multi-level indexing (which would over-
burden any manual system and defy maintenance), but 
because the process or method of approach ultimately has 
to be rooted in a conceptual model or system of ideas 
which treats the notion of material manifestations of 
culture and refers to the principles directing the study of 
culture. 
Museums have tended to generate a variety of "records" 
or information files to a greater or lesser extent, as the need 
arises and depending on the nature and intention of the 
institution. These generally include an array of "raw" data 
collected through research (e.g., archival records, oral his-
tory transcripts, field records, pictorial files, and artifact/ 
specimen-related data). These records have generally not 
been treated with the same rigour required for the auto-
mated retrieval of artifact/specimen records or, in any 
case, a different system generally exists for each different 
set of files. This is in part due to the aforementioned 
indexing complexities and in part because they have not 
been consciously treated as "collection records" per se. 
The assumption central to the archival project under-
taken in Nova Scotia was that the principles governing the 
formulation of a record, conceptually and for the practical 
purposes of retrieval, could be consistently and systemati-
cally applied to any type of information. The project was 
as much an exploration in developing a method based on a 
comprehensive definition of material culture5 which 
would ensure a useful and thorough treatment of subject/ 
content as it was an incorporation of the original intent 
and an adaptation of previous methods. The feeling that 
the museum was already attempting to maintain a large 
number of information files broadly related to the 
documentation of the collections directed the approach at 
the outset. The necessity of developing a method which 
would be useful for integrating "content" across the spec-
trum of files influenced the undertaking of what appeared 
to be another useful and potentially large and specialized 
harvest of information. The previous development of the 
project was incorporated and a broader treatment of 
"subject" contained by the newspaper material was 
emphasized. 
Background: The Newfoundland Newspaper 
Project 
In 1979 the Newfoundland Museum developed a news-
paper research project that attempted to deal with a 
number of stated problems: the underdeveloped state of 
material culture studies in Newfoundland, the insuffi-
cient documentation of the museum collections, and the 
continuous re-examination of the same archival material 
by a parade of researchers over a period of time. At the 
most pragmatic level, the need for background informa-
tion relating to artifacts was seen to be most apparent in 
the preparation of exhibits. However, the organization of 
archival material, invaluable to the study of material 
culture, precludes ready access. Again, archival material 
is organized on the basis of the physical considerations of 
"collection" or record groups (e.g., business records, 
government papers, newspapers, family papers, photo-
graphs, maps). The existing manual index systems have 
been largely unable to accommodate research which 
requires access across these groups by way of an integrated 
subject index. To index and cross-reference all of the 
material on this basis, under a manual system, in any case 
would be virtually impossible. The Newfoundland 
Museum made significant inroads to previously inaccessi-
ble material by developing a transcription methodology 
and applying existing computer technology to a complex 
subject area in nineteenth-century newspapers. 
The Newfoundland project chose to focus on extant 
nineteenth-century newspapers because of the large 
proportion of obviously material-related content. To 
satisfy basic questions concerning the introduction and 
use of imported goods as well as locally-produced goods 
and services, advertisements for commodities and services 
were selected as the focus. The project enlisted the services 
of the National Inventory Programme (now the Canadian 
Heritage Information Network/CHIN), and a recording 
methodology was developed to reflect primary retrieval 
needs as well as the nature of the technology available at 
the time. The museum employed students through a 
federal employment programme to transcribe and enter 
the information. Much of this material was entered and 
used on a previous data base and has recently been trans-
ferred to a new data base established in May 1984 by 
CHIN for the National Museum of Man. The data base 
uses the same information management system (BASIS) 
which has up to now been used primarily for the manage-
ment of artifact data (PARIS: Pictorial and Artifact 
Retrieval Information System). 
The wider application of the original project and the 
updating of the original data base was made possible with 
the adoption of this project by the National Museum of 
Man as part of the research programme in Atlantic his-
tory. Presently, all four provinces have contributed to the 
preparation of similar data for retrieval on the shared data 
base (Prince Edward Island Museum and Heritage Foun-
dation, the Newfoundland Museum, the Nova Scotia 
Museum, and the New Brunswick Museum). 
When the Nova Scotia Museum undertook this project, 
it was with the aforementioned considerations in mind. 
Previous experience with newspaper research suggested 
that the focus could be expanded readily given the wealth 
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and diversity of information in newspapers for the broad 
domain of the study of material culture with the develop-
ment of a slightly expanded recording format. Similarly, 
experience with the evolution of the on-line computer sys-
tem (PARIS), in the five years since the inception of the 
project, suggested possibilities for a more comprehensive 
approach, specifically, the capacity for extensive indexing 
which has resulted in a highly flexible and multi-level 
cross-reference potential. In the end, the prospect of 
employing six students for a concentrated period of time 
determined the feasibility of taking a comprehensive 
approach. 
Methodology for Indexing Eighteenth-Century 
N e w s p a p e r s in Nova Scotia 
The methodology incorporated three considerations: 
the nature of the information and its anticipated use, the 
capabilities of the computer system to be applied, and the 
characteristics of the human resource, the student 
employees. It took its direction from a broad definition of 
material culture which suggests the range of information 
as well as themes guiding the organization of the informa-
tion. The computer system further determined procedures 
for transcribing/preparing the information as well as the 
physical organization of the information. The practical 
aspects of the methodology were set out in the form of 
specific, written guidelines for organizing, transcribing, 
and interpreting (editing and indexing) the "raw" data. 
These were formulated and revised as the project evolved. 
This project resulted in the recent redefinition of the data 
base with some rudimentary rules for data entry and 
guidelines for retrieval. The methodology attempted to 
ensure the reliability and internal consistency of the data 
by way of some basic management strategies which also, 
in the end, have helped in monitoring the course of the 
project for long-term planning. 
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Fig. 4. Number of extant issues of eighteenth-century weekly 
newspapers in Nova Scotia. (Source: The authors.) 
Newspapers as a Source of Information 
Of the primary written/printed documents available for 
the study of material culture, newspapers provide a 
unique and continuous source of information about time 
and place. Then, as now, they serve a wide public and 
motivate the mechanisms of communication, commerce, 
and to some extent, social regulation. In so doing, they 
provide a revealing glimpse of an otherwise inaccessible 
range of cultural nuances, including overall patterns of 
material and commercial exchange which indicate a scale 
of attributed value and available resources. This is perhaps 
most evident in the listing of commodities available (and 
in demand?) and other "newsworthy" notices for lost, 
stolen, or runaway property. Additional nuances of con-
text are provided through a variety of other public notices 
for events and transactions which form the background as 
it were (figs. 1, 2, 3). 
Distribution of Eighteenth-Century Newspapers 
in Nova Scotia 
Previous projects in Newfoundland and New 
Brunswick began with the earliest available newspapers, 
the bulk of which were published in the early nineteenth 
century. In Nova Scotia, newspapers started in 1752 and a 
large number have survived for the latter half of the 
eighteenth century. As well, the rarity of existing sources 
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of social and economic information for that period makes 
these newspapers particularly valuable (fig. 4). 
Three newspapers were published in Halifax between 
1752 and 1800. These newspapers were published weekly 
and to some extent their issues overlapped. There were 
also three newspapers published in Shelburne between 
1783 and 1796 during the initial settlement of the 
Loyalist town. The total number of extant issues for the 
eighteenth century, including all six papers, is 1,828. 
The only major gap for this period appears to be between 
1756 and 1764. 
Content of Eighteenth-Century Nova Scotia Newspapers 
The content of these newspapers, each four pages in 
length, is almost equally divided between foreign news 
and local advertisements and announcements; less than 
half a column is devoted to domestic news (e.g., shipping 
news, the occasional announcement of a death sentence, 
the celebration of a royal birthday, and letters at the post 
office). As almost all the local information to be found in 
these newspapers is contained in the advertisements and 
announcements, virtually all local information was 
included within the scope of this project. 
The analysis of the distribution of the content of these 
eighteenth-century newspapers, across rough subject 
categories, is based on the 1,396 records completed in the 
course of the summer of 1983 (see Appendix 2). This 
represents about 16 per cent of the estimated total (288 
issues) but, as the records span the entirety of the period, 
the following summary of the distribution of the content 
should give a reasonable indication of the concentration of 
the type of information included in the eighteenth-
century newspapers. 
The majority of the content (70 per cent), related to 
aspects of "exchange" or commodities for sale, including 
products (42 per cent), land (20 per cent), and services 
(business enterprises, crafts, servants, education: 8 per 
cent). The remaining 30 per cent related to financial 
concerns (debt settlement, probate administration, distri-
bution of prize money, poor relief: 9 per cent), public 
events (elections, entertainment, clubs, religion: 5 per 
cent), transportation and communication (shipping, 
highway construction, post office: 4 per cent), other 
government activities (taxation, regulations: 3 per cent), 
runaways (wives, apprentices, slaves: 2 per cent), crime (2 
per cent), and lost property (2 per cent). 
A Systematic Treatment of "Subject" for the Study of 
Material Culture 
Organizing information on the basis of "subject" is an 
age-old problem, one which has been tackled countless 
times and one which was certainly central to the develop-
ment of the methodology for this project. Although there 
are precedents for subject classification provided by 
library approaches to vast collections of information, the 
subject distinctions are of a relatively general nature, 
providing an intermediate classification system where 
hierarchical distinctions (which attempt to group infor-
mation on the basis of related concepts by way of 
"categories" and "sub-categories") are not used. Again, 
this reflects, to some extent, the manual approach to 
cataloguing and managing information which libraries 
have developed to an opt imum level. However, library 
systems do not readily accommodate "special collections" 
(pictorial, oral transcripts, objects, and primary docu-
ments), partly because these collections also require a level 
of physical and functional classification (which books do 
not), as well as a consideration of the rather specific nature 
of the subject-matter and the extent to which it is of 
special interest to the study of history and culture. 
Hence the classification of subject has been reinvented 
many times, indicating, if nothing else, the importance of 
this process to institutions which cannot readily apply the 
model proposed by the library system. The differences 
between the classification systems generated by institu-
tions, large and small, which care for special collections, 
seems to depend more on the nature of the collection and/ 
or the subject-biases of the respective caretakers. Again, 
the systems tend to evolve for practical reasons rather than 
with a view to an overall scheme for extensive "public" 
use. It is not uncommon for an institution to invent more 
than one subject classification system, depending on the 
number and types of collections at hand. The reason these 
systems "work" for the most part is that our shared culture 
guarantees that the overlap of conceptual distinctions and 
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John Sbcals. 
Fig. 5. Advertisement of property for sale. (Source: The 
authors.) 
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"categories" with an array of relatively consistent 
elements. 
Since its original preparation in 1937 the Outline has 
been widely used, scrutinized, and refined, particularly 
through government projects in the course of World War 
II, where its application to modern, complex societies 
required some expansion and modification. Several 
references to its application in a museum context have 
been found, both for classifying textual data and amplify-
ing artifact records. 
Basically, the Outline proposes an open-ended system 
for classifying the consistent components of culture 
within seven broad categories which, to paraphrase the 
authors, have come to represent (through trial and error), 
a sort of common denominator of the ways in which social 
scientists and recorders of cultural data habitually 
organize their data. The terms used for the classification of 
subject for this project were the specific subject terms con-
tained with the eighty sub-categories proposed for the dis-
tinctive components of culture. These terms were 
grouped, for the purpose of this project, into the very 
broad categories which distinguish social, economic, and 
political associations in order to facilitate the process of 
editing large quantities of data. They do not, however, 
function as a basis for retrieval at that level as they are too 
broad to be "useful" (see Appendix 3). 
The Retrieval System and the Indexing of Subject 
The system presently used for the management and 
retrieval of artifact data for Canadian museum and fine art 
collections was readily adapted for the management of 
archival data with the addition of "fields" or specific infor-
mation files. These additional fields allow further distinc-
tion between specific areas of subject concentration 
(Appendix 1). 
The principle for retrieval of information is the same for 
both systems. Retrieval is governed by the and/or/not rules 
of Boolean (set) Logic, which merge or isolate records 
through a process of combination or elimination of the 
particular elements pertaining to the question phrased by 
the user; the more specific the question, the smaller the 
document set (e.g. "find all records referring to product" 
will pull together about half the records on the entire data 
base, whereas "find all records referring to product and mer-
chant and date 1785 to 1791" will greatly limit the relevant 
records). 
Indexing 
The BASIS retrieval system has a remarkable indexing 
capacity which allows the recording and retrieval of up to 
thirty-one key subject terms for any one field. The terms 
are recorded as a standard string of characters where 
unique terms are separated by a break-character (usually a 
semi-colon, which is added in the process of transcription 
and preparation of the "raw" data). The system "slots" 
each term into an alphabetic index for retrieval while re-
taining the integrity of the original string of terms within 
the initial record. This mechanism or system capability 
essentially allows a much more fluid treatment of subject. 
As the system sorts and indexes data for retrieval on the 
arbitrary basis of alphabetic form, careful consideration 
was given to the choice of primary terms as these terms 
appear as isolated terms in the indexes for each field or 
subject-area file. Primary terms were also "pluralized" for 
the same reason. Modifications to Murdock's Outline were 
made only so far as to make the alphabetic retrieval more 
consistent with the demands of the system. 
It is important for the user to be aware that this index 
can be browsed in much the same way as any manual index 
(either on-line or in printed form). The index for general 
subject (alphabetic), merges categories, sub-categories, 
and other cross-reference terms. This allows for maximum 
retrieval flexibility where all records for "barns" can be 
pulled together as readily as all records for "buildings" 
(the latter being the greater set, "including" barns). 
A large part of the process of refining this kind of 
methodology is in the building of authority lists, which 
function to maintain the integrity of the index (and of the 
research), by defining the margins for interpretation and 
thereby establishing the level of consistency (see Appen-
dix 3 for the authority list for the primary subject cross-
reference structure, Appendix 6 for its application to 
actual records, and appendix 4 for samples of primary 
commodity terms). 
Detail and Indexing for Subject 
Given the capacity for accommodating a relatively large 
number of terms for any one record, a certain balance is 
required for the level or extent of detail which can be 
included for the purpose of the various indexes. For the 
general subject cross-reference index, the law of diminish-
ing returns can apply after a point, though to a certain 
extent the level of detail is ultimately determined by the 
nature of the information. While including a large degree 
of detail does not compromise the efficiency of retrieval (if 
the data are properly structured), there comes a point 
where "too much" detail obscures the "usefulness" of the 
subject distinctions. Therefore, for any indexing task a 
balance must be established between the descriptive free-
text data and the primary subject terms structured for 
index-retrieval. Establishing the balance in this case 
requires the essential combination of experience with 
historical/cultural material and an intuitive grasp of the 
"significant" elements of information/content for research 
eventualities. Too, there must be a willingness to see this 
process as both exploratory and developmental where 
decision-making is adaptive to the task of "finding what 
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vocabulary for identifying significant components of 
subject-matter is relatively great. 
The temptation to reinvent the wheel (made all the 
more feasible by the large retrieval capacity for subject-
index terms of the available computer system), was stalled 
by the realization that a complex of arbitrary cross-
reference terms, no matter how well considered, would 
only compound the problem of retrieval. 
The Subject Cross-Reference Framework 
The framework for the subject cross-reference system 
developed for this project was based on the Outline for Cul-
tural Materials, originally developed under the direction 
of George P. Murdock. The Outline facilitates interdisci-
plinary research in the social sciences by way of providing 
a classification tool which can be applied to the contextual 
data assembled for the Cross-Cultural Survey Files (later 
the Human Relations Area File). Although the classifica-
tion system was originally developed from a sample of 
widely varying cultures, it was based on the assumption 
that all information about culture falls into universal 
works" rather than compelled by original "rules." One of 
the great advantages of computer applications to this 
whole area of "subject-indexing" is the ease with which 
"corrections" or refinements can be incorporated (if consis-
tency has been firmly established at the outset). 
"Field" Distinctions for Subject within the Archival Data 
Base 
In order to simplify retrieval and at the same time allow 
the most comprehensive indexing of the content of the 
newspapers, the following fields for subject were 
established (Table 1; see also Appendix 1). 
SUBJECT, GENERAL CROSS-REFERENCE (SUB) 
This field contains the general subject cross-reference 
terms provided by Murdock's Outline (Appendix 3), as 
well as specific primary or "key" subject terms. It does not 
include the commodity terms or categories, the land type 
ot feature terms, or the place or people names. These all 
form distinct and fairly large concentrations of informa-
tion and have therefore been given their own files or 
"fields." The general subject field does, however, include 
the following three distinct clusters of information: occu-
pations, events, and business; the consistent use of these 
terms (followed by ":" and the specific terms), allows a sort 
of "sub-field" distinction without further fragmenting the 
field structure of the data base. 
SUBJECT, GROUP/ANNOUNCEMENT TYPE 
(SGRP) 
This field contains the index terms for general type dis-
tinctions which allow a rudimentary physical grouping of 
records for initial classification. The terms are assigned 
from a limited authority list based on the most obvious 
aspect of the content of the vatious types of announce-
ments (Appendix 2). They have been used primarily as a 
convenient sorting mechanism for the interim manual 
system and have been retained to pull together the larger 
document sets where this single-level distinction is 
useful. 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT TRANSACTION (SPROD) 
This field provides for the distinction between products 
offered for sale and requests for the purchase of goods and 
whether, in the case of goods for sale, they are stated as 
"imported" ot whether an assumption is being made. The 
distinction is also made between local goods for sale or 
purchase, although advertisements for these appear much 
less frequently. The authority list for these retrieval terms 
is limited and all terms are included in the samples 
provided in Appendix I. 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT CATEGORY (SCAT); 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT SUB-CATEGORY (SSCAT) 
These categories and sub-categories were adopted from 
the Statistics Canada Trade of Canada Commodity Classi-
fication system at the outset of the original Newfoundland 
newspaper project (Appendix 4). The nine broad 
categories cluster the very dense and lengthy lists of com-
modities and the sub-categories allow the necessary finer 
distinctions which are ultimately more "useful" for 
retrieval. 
SUBJECT, LAND TRANSACTION (SLTR) 
As with product transaction, this field indexes the type 
of transaction for the land advertised, allowing distinc-
tions to be made for land sold by individuals or by auction, 
property for rent or requests for purchase. 
SUBJECT, LAND TYPE (SLTY) 
The terms chosen here form a limited authority list and 
are contemporary to the eighteenth century (dykeland, 
farms, intervales, islands, island lots, marshes, outlands, 
town lots, undivided lands, unimproved lands, uplands, 
wildlands, and woodlots). 
SUBJECT, LAND ACREAGE (SLAC) 
This is a numeric field and includes the total number of 
acres referred to in any given announcement. 
SUBJECT, LAND FEATURES (SLFE) 
All references to building types and other features 
described in the advertisements are listed for this field. 
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Where there is a reference to a building both the term 
"building" and the specific name are used. Some examples 
of the types of terms to be found are: bake ovens, barns, 
blacksmiths' shops, buildings, fences, gardens, grist-
mills, houses, house interiors, orchards, outbuildings, 
outhouses, sawmills, stables, stores, taverns, warehouses, 
and wharves. 
SUBJECT, PLACE: COUNTRY/PROVINCE STATE 
(SPCRY); COUNTY/TOWN (SPCTY); 
STREET/LANDMARK (SPADL) 
Place data are added to all three fields where possible. 
Twentieth-century names have been used with the hope of 
serving a broader use and on the assumption that histo-
rians would be familiar with both the historic and modern 
names. Where "landmarks" are referred to, both the 
modern and the original term are used (if known). Place 
remarks included in the text are often rich in nuance and 
detail and, other than using the concept of "landmark," 
are difficult to index. Abstracts of this type of free text 
have been included in the general description field (DE). 
SUBJECT, PERSON/BUSINESS (SPER) 
All names included in any given announcement are 
recorded, followed by the occupation and an indication of 
whether these associations are stated or assumed (e.g., 
Smith, Adam — carpenter; or Smith, Adam — 
carpenter?). References to any or all occupations can 
readily be pulled together through the general subject 
index (occupations: carpenters). Note: for the eighteenth 
century, "occupation" tends to be a more useful term than 
business, although "business" is used where a safe assump-
tion can be made. A person advertising goods for sale was 
not necessarily a merchant, nor, if the goods were dry 
goods for example, did this person have an established dry 
goods business. This situation, of course, changed as the 
town became more established and certainly the occur-
rence of established businesses in the nineteenth century is 
more frequent. 
SUBJECT, VESSEL NAME (SVNAM)/TYPE (SVTY)/ 
PROVENANCE (SVPROV) 
Most of the goods are listed with reference to the name 
of the ship and her provenance. This information becomes 
particularly useful for establishing trading patterns over 
time. 
The Commodity Index 
The bulk of the information recorded (40 per cent) for 
the eighteenth-century newspapers is in the form of long 
lists of "goods" or products advertised for sale. The focus 
of the original project in Newfoundland and later New 
Brunswick was concerned with classifying and transcrib-
ing these lists into a retrievable format; that is, it had to be 
structured into manageable components where secondary 
terms followed primary terms, broken with appropriate 
punctuation. This trade-off, where the recording 
sequence isolated the primary term from the nuances of 
context, resulted in a certain disfiguration of context, 
albeit unavoidable. The decision-making process becomes 
rather complex when the "descriptor" actually modifies 
the meaning of the primary term or where it is unclear 
which term the descriptor is modifying (e.g., "French 
cambricks and long lawns," "men's black and colored 
worsted hose"). As a result, an exacting sequence for re-
cording the commodity terms was developed in order to 
establish a level of consistency and minimize the margin of 
interpretation (Appendix 6). 
Management Mechanisms for Ensuring the Reliability of 
the Data 
Central to the methodology for this project was the task 
of ensuring the reliability of the data. This meant the 
establishment of mechanisms to ensure as much as possi-
ble the accurate and consistent preparation of the data. 
These primarily took the form of written guidelines which 
were refined in the course of the project and resulted in 
part from the lack of documented reference points at the 
outset of the project. Awareness that the preparation of 
the data was to be done by university students with rela-
tively little experience with archival material, let alone 
long hours on microfilm readers, directed the form the 
guidelines took. The "rules" set out, above all, to ensure a 
standard approach to the information by way of transcrip-
tion procedures and classification parameters. As well, in 
order to ensure that all the material was covered, students 
were required to keep track of the number of ads contained 
in each issue and the number of ads recorded in the course 
of the day. This also served as an indication of the overall 
volume and the time that could be expected to comple-
tion. 
Conclusion 
This paper has described in some detail a specific 
organizing approach to a body of raw research data. This 
information, derived from newspapers and not usually 
considered as part of the contextual information directly 
relevant to artifact record, is important in the larger arena 
of material cultural studies. The ultimate value of this in-
formation depends both on completion of the project and 
upon testing of the usefulness of the structure of the data 
through actual research demands. In the meantime we 
note that this project has emphasized the necessity of 
clearly examining the assumptions and methods used in 
the past to document our collections. Through this 
process we have extended the concept of collection records 
to include and to structure systematically an enlarged 
range of research data that will result in a broader interpre-
tation of material culture and enhance the study of our 
museum collections. 
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Fig. 6. Advertisement listing an extensive number of items for sale. (Source: The authors.) 
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TABLE 2 
Print-Out for a Typical Product Advertisement 
ORDER NUMBER 840920-134449-MART2 -001-001 PAGE 2 SET 1 WITH 5 OF 5 DOCUMENTS 
USER ID 
DATE OF BIRTH 







NEW. VOLUME NO. 
NEW. ISSUE NO. 
NEW. PAGE NO. 
NEW. COLUMN 
DATE FIRST APPEAR. 
DATECONTIN. APPEAR. 









OTHER EQUIP. /TOOLS 
















MARKETING, RETAIL; PROPERTY, MOVEABLE; OCCUPATIONS: MERCHANTS, 
DRYGOODS; RECEIVER 
DEFM; DEOET; DEPHG; DEFFBT 
TFAB; CORD; TOOL; ARM; HG; CL; SPC 
FOR SALE, IMPORTED? 
HALIFAX COUNTY ? 
HALIFAX ? 
SLATER AND WATSON — MERCHANT — ADVERTISER; BRIDGE, 
THOMAS — ADVERTISER — RECEIVER 
CINNAMON 
BROADCLOTH, SUPERFINE, GREY, SCARLET; LACE; STAYS; ARMS, CADET, 
BARBER, INSETS; THICKSETS 
INSTRUMENTS, SURGEONS; BUCK-SHOT; THEODELITE; COMPASS, AZIMUTH 
LOOKING GLASSES; CORDS, GOLD, SILVER 
NOTES 
The Canadian Heritage Information Network began in 1972 as the 
National Inventory Programme. It was implemented in response to 
the Secretary of State policy: "to create a comprehensive computer 
listing of the holdings of Canadian museums in order to facilitate 
access to these collections." By 1976 the system was being used by 
35 museums and funds to accelerate the documentation of collec-
tions were administered through a National Museums Registration 
Assistance Programme. Despite growing pains, museums made 
tremendous steps toward the systematic documentation of their 
collections. The evaluation report of 1980 (Hawes: Policy, Plan-
ning and Evaluation, Executive Summary), defined a number of 
problems through an intensive survey and was used as the basis for a 
dramatic restructuring which resulted in the present service. 
S.M. Beckow, "On the Nature of an Artifact," Canadian Museums 
Association Gazette 9 (Winter 1976), p. 26: "explaining artifacts 
exclusively by their composition and form has been termed by 
anthropologists the fallacy of reductionism. In committing it, we 
are saying that higher level reality (in this case, the cultural) can be 
explained simply and fully in terms of lower-level reality (the 
physical). But this is clearly not so. A watch cannot be explained 
without references to ideas of time, converted motion, scheduling 
and so on—The function of a museum scholar or curator is to re-
cover the ideas used by men to understand their world by preserving 
human artifacts and then by unlocking their meaning within its 
original context and with its original associations." 
Richard Weisbrod, "Human Information Processing and the 
Design of Computer Information Systems" in David Blundell and 
Lisabeth Ryder, eds., Systems Analysis in the Human Sciences: Writings 
by Richard L. Weisbrod, A Commemorative Issue, Anthropology, 
U.C.L.A., 12 (1982): 160-61. The term "information," for the 
purposes of this discussion, is used in a broad sense. Weisbrod pro-
vides a useful discussion of the necessary distinction between the 
most general and inclusive sense in which this ubiquitous term is 
used (with reference to content/meaning) and the specific concep-
tion of "information" put forward by "information theory" (which 
refers to the measure of amount of information). He also suggests 
that the ambiguity of the terms in the context of common usage 
makes it somewhat inappropriate in the latter context. 
Weisbrod, "Human Information Processing," p. 71. Weisbrod's 
thesis outlines a direction for developing computer information 
systems based on theories of human information processing. He 
notes that the success of a "user oriented" data base depends on the 
extent to which the way people organize and use information is 
taken into account: "there is often a large gap between the logical 
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structure of the data base and the cognitive structure of the user." 
He also discusses the categorizing process, of central importance to 
much cognitive behaviour, where structure is imposed through 
attribute grouping. 
A large number of definitions of material culture have been put 
forward. T.J. Schlereth, in his extensive consideration of the 
subject, has included the one offered by archaeologist and 
anthropologist, James Deetz, as one of the most comprehensive 
contemporary definitions: "Culture" is socially transmitted rules 
for behaviour, ways of thinking about and doing things. We inherit 
our culture from the teachings and examples of our elders and our 
peers rather than from genes, whether it is the language we speak, 
the religious beliefs that we subscribe to, or the laws that govern 
our society. All such behaviour is reflected in subtle and important 
ways in the manner in which we shape our physical world. Material 
culture is usually considered to be roughly synonymous with 
artifacts, the vast universe of objects used by mankind to cope with 
the physical world, to facilitate social intercourse, and to benefit 
our state of mind. A somewhat broader definition of material 
culture is useful in emphasizing how profoundly our world is the 
product of our thoughts, as that sector of our physical environment 
that we modify through culturally determined behaviour. This 
definition includes all artifacts, from the simplest, such as a 
common pin, to the most complex, such as an interplanetary space 
vehicle. But the physical environment includes more than what 
most definitions of material culture recognize. We can also consider 
cuts of meat as material culture, since there are many ways to dress 
an animal, likewise plowed fields and even the horse that pulls the 
plow, since scientific breeding of livestock involves the conscious 
modification of an animal's form according to culturally derived 
ideals. Our body itself is a part of our physical environment, so that 
such things as parades, dancing, and all aspects of kinesics — 
human motion — fit within our definition. (James Deetz, In Small 
Things Forgotten: The Archaeology of Early North American Life [New 
York: Doubleday, 1977], pp. 24-25, cited in Thomas J. Schlereth, 
Material Culture Studies in America [Nashville, Tenn.: American 
Association for State and Local History, 1982], pp. 356-57.) 
6. Victoria Dickenson and Valerie Kolonel, "Special Report. 
Computer-Based Archival Research Project: A Preliminary 
Report," Material History Bulletin 10 (Spring 1980), pp. 31-61. 
7. George P. Murdock et al., Outline of Cultural Materials Aù\ rev. ed. 
(New Haven: Human Relations Area Files Incorporated, 197 I). 
8. Robert R. MacDonald, "Toward a More Accessible Collection: 
Cataloguing at the Mercer Museum," Museum News (February 
1969), pp. 23-26. MacDonald describes the application of the 
Outline to a large collection of examples of American material cul-
ture held by the Mercer museum. He also refers to the use of this 
system for classifying the primary data of Puritan Boston (the Index 
of American Cultures, at the University of Pennsylvania, under the 
direction of Anthony Garvan) and for classifying archaeological 
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DATA BASE DEFINITION: ARCHIVAL DATA BASE FOR HISTORIC NEWSPAPER ANNOUNCEMENTS 
APPENDIX 1 







































DATE FIRST APPEARANCE 
DATE, CONTINUING APP. 
ILLUSTRATION 
SUBJECT, GENERAL CROSS-REFERENCE 
SUBJECT, GROUP/ANNOUNCEMENT TYPE 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT TRANSACTION 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT CATEGORY 
SUBJECT, PRODUCT SUB-CATEGORY 
SUBJECT, LAND TRANSACTION 
SUBJECT, LAND TYPE 
SUBJECT, LAND ACREAGE 
SUBJECT, LAND FEATURES 





Type, oi Business 
Proprietor 
SUBJECT, VESSEL NAME 
VESSEL TYPE 
VESSEL PROVENANCE 













Note.: these have been split 
for facilitating data entry 
but can be merged for reports 
Ifi no illustration, do not enter; 






































CANADA;IIOVA SCOTIA All three name distinction* will 
HALIFAX COUNTY; HAL I FAX be entered to appeal in this index; 
STREET, BARRINGTON;GRAND PARADE similarly with county,town etc. 
Terms tinted here ai they 
appear in the index; when entering. 
use break character: DRINKING 
ESTABLISHMENTS;FINANCE;OCCUPATIONS: 
INNKEEPER 
Generally a single type; where 
more than one, enter all terms 
with bieak character [quidelines 
include all distinctions ) 
EnteA abbreviations as noted in 
description labels [global change 
will translate, the abbreviations] 
As above; include all abbreviations 
under each description label 
[i.e.. wore than one teAm usually 
included under each description label] 
Can include too 'arms [e.g. 
FOR SALE;INDIVIDUAL 
Recorded as total; enter without 
punctuation for range retrieval 
ADAMS, 
BRADY, 
JOSIAH - BLACKSMITH 
ADAM - ADVERTISER - COOPER 
ELLIOT, JAMES - EXECUTOR 
MCDONALD, DUNCAN - LANDOWNER 




Use break character only alter 
complete name and occupation; question 
mark where assumption made by cataloguer 
These iields have been incorporated 
into above distinction; data for 

















DESCRIPTION, LIVE ANIMALS 






PERSONAL HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
MISCELLANEOUS END PRODUCTS 
Include abstracts or direct trans-
criptions here which are not included 
Service 
CATALOGUER REMARKS 
PARIS (SYSTEM) NUMBER 
INSTITUTION 
UjldlN.B; incorporated in other iields 
B994 
NOVA SCOTIA MUSEUM 
CONTENT SUMMARY AND GENERAL SUBJECT GROUPS APPENDIX 2 
IhiL Index represents a MANUAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM of the 
CDNTrNT of the advertisements and announcements in 10th century Nova Scoti.i 
newspapers. The type designations ore based exclusively on content 
considerations. Basically, similar types of ad/announcements are qrouped 
together. The terms chosen attempt to concisely identify the most 
characteristic aspect of the content. 
These groupings, listed in a frequency sequence, give a relatively 
complete overview of the type of information that can be expected from the 
18th century newspapers. The MANUAL INDEX, based on these Types, includes 
nil of the record numbers which relate to each topic. 
CONTENT SUMMARY; 
indicates frequenty occurrance; indicates occasional occurrance) 
PRODUCT : lists of goods, generally imported; listed by merchants or by 
individuals holding goods for sale; include merchant's specific 
location* (Halifax and Shelburne merchants only); occupation, if not merchant*; 
type of transaction, if not retail sale (i.e. auction, etc.); name and type 
of vessel which brought the imported goods to port and its provenance*; include 
descriptive adjectives*. (Note: index of product terms exists in the form of 
the ANY FILES (e.g. "any" term for FOOD, etc.); products are classified primarily 
b\ function/material. SEE ALSO: INDEX to the ANY FILES. 
LAND: Niifne of landowner*; occupation*; name and occupation or person(s) selling 
the land, if not the owner (e.g. sheriff, agent, auctioneer, etc.)*; type 
of sale (e.g. private, auction)*; location of auction*; legal reason for sale 
(e.g. grant foreiture, probate, etc.)*; general location of land*; specific lot 
boundaries*; type(s) of land*; acreage of each type*; total acreage*; features 
(e.g. house, fencing, outbuildings)*; urban lot and building sales and rentals*; 
building rentals*; rental terms». 
























































DEBT SETTLEMENT: Announcement for debtors and creditors to come 
forward and settle all accounts*; name(s)+; 
occupation" of advertiser; "leaving the province"*; "dissolution of 
H partnership"*; threatens to sue*. 
l̂ QVERNMENT ACTIVITIES: Government regulations (announcements)*; 
regulating agency*; taxation/assessment 
notices*; land soles due to delinquent dyke rates* (giving names of 
landowners*; location and names of lots*; amount owing*; commissioners 
nf sewers*; locations outside Halifax*); reminders of government 
regulations*; government activities (e.g. shipping blacks to Sierra 
Leone) ". 
BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS: "acquaints the public of a business"*; name 
of businessman*; type of business or craft*; 
location of business (specific)*; prices for services*; a newly-opened 
business (same type of information)*; re-location of a business*. 
MILITARY: Desertion notices* (name(s) of deserters(s)*; rank*; name 
of military company*; age of deserter(s)*; physical 
description of deserter*; place of origin*; alleged present location*; 
other occupations of deserter(s)*; reward offered*; pardoned*; 
warning to harbourers of fugitives*;) military references not for Nova 
Scotia* ; call for tenders* (items requested*; branch of the military*; 
type of military installation*); miscellaneous*. 
PROPERTY: Lost and found livestock (includes description of the 
animal)*; lost miscellaneous articles*; amount of reward 
given*; auctions* (reason; property, real, moveable, auction location*); 
names*. 
QHLMX.: Description of a crime with an unknown perpetrator; warning 
against repeating the act; offer of a reward for information 
leading to arrests; in the case of stolen goods, description of goods; 
names of the victims of the crimes. 
TRANSPORTATION: Miscellaneous references to transportation services, 
including: vehicles for hire*; type of vehicle and 
rate*; coaches and thei r routes*; stabling services*; breeding 
srrvices*. 
SHIPPING: Vessels leaving for portsoutside Nova Scotia will take on 
freight and passengers*; name of the master of the vessel*; 
location (wharf)*; type of vessel*; date of departure*; name of ship's 
contact*; location of contact (inn, etc.)*; regulations re: vessels*. 
pgMESJjC SERVANTS: Penuests for domestic servants, including, wpt 
nurses*, man servants*, maids*, cooks*', character 
references requested*; domestics advertising their services*; "enquire 
of the printer" (name of advertiser not given)*; "Negro servants 
wanted"*. 
EDUCATION: Announcements of schools of various types*; teacher's 
name*; type of school (e.g. night school, academic subjects 
taught)*; skills*; fees for subjects*; location of the school 
(specific)*; school to be constructed*. 
PROBATE ADMINISTRATION: Settling of accounts of deceased 
individuals; creditors are to meet with 
"Estate Commissioners" (Executor)*; estate sales (auctions)*; 
appointment of Estate Commissioners (usually 3 men)*; location of 
meeting*; name of deceased*; including individuals from places other 
than Hnli fax*. 
ELECTIONS: Candidates appealing for support in 
upcoming elections; name of candi-
date*; date of election*; type of election*; 
open letters reminding citizens, of voting 
responsibilities*. 
SODALITIES: Club meetings: name of club*; 
meeting to plan a celebration*; 
location of meeting*; names of executive(s) 
of the society (advertiser)*. 
ENTERTAINMENT: Announcements of theatre 
productions*; name of produc-
tions*; prices for various seats*; theater 
names, locations (specific)*; chnrity perform-
ances*; dates of performance*; names of 
performers*. 
RUNAWAYS: Runaway slaves* and apprentices*; 
physical description*; costume 
descriptions ("last seen wearing...")*; reword 
offered (amount)*; name of owner*; warning of 
prosecution aqoinst anyone harbouring fugitive:.. '. 
HIGHWAYS: Regulations regarding construction, 
maintenance; requests for labour*; 
Overseers of Highways*; notice to land 
proprietors*; locations outside Halifax*. 
RELIGION: Parish meetings to discuss parish 
finances; name of church (St. Paul's)* 
name of officials*; details, pew rental and 
arrears*. 
CRAFTSMEN: craftsmen advertising services*; 
name of craftsman*; type of service*; 
request for craftsmen*; advertiser*; type of 
skill required*; 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS: Spouse relinquishing 
financial responsibility 
for runaway spouse (named)*; missing persons, 
last known whereabouts (places) "will leann 
something to their benefit"*. 
DRINKING ESTABLISHMENTS: A "House of Entertain-
ment"*; inn or tavern-
keeper's name*; occupation*; location*; services 
offered there*. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZE, HQMEY: Announcement that 
crew involved in 
the capture of a vessel can claim "Prize Monies" 
(privateering): name and commander of capturing 
vessel*; type of vessel captured*; date of capture 
where prizes can be claimed*; name of distribution 
agent*. 
PERSONAL NOTICES: Requests for public apologies; 
notices refuting derrogatory 
comments 
POOR RELIEF: Npetings:to vote sum for poor 
relief-, to discuss condition «t 
the poor; names of Overseers of the Poor*; 
meeting location*; 
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AUTHORITY LIST FOR GENERAL SUBJECT CROSS-REFERENCE TERMS APPENDIX 3 
economic: SETTLEMENTS social : 




Cduci 11 nnu 1 Sy s terns 





Animal Science, Applied 
Pastoral Activities 
Property Exchange Transaction!; 





BUILDING A CONSTRUCTION 
Construction 
-^Masonry Carwnlry 
Building Trades, Misc. 
Buildinq Supplies Industries 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 








































































Offenses Against the Person 
Nonfulfillment of Obligations 
Offenses Against the State 
Litigation 



















War, Instigation of 
N O T E : FOR EDITORIAL USE ONLY. 
These terms have been extracted from George P. Murdock et. al., 
OUTLINE OF CULTURAL MATERIALS. 4th revised edition, New Haven, 1971. 
Some adaptation has occurred where primary terms are followed by 
secondary terms for computer indexing and retrieval. The terms and 
categories included here represent the actual information indexed 
for the 1983 material. The list does not include the entire index 
as outlined by Murdock. 
Do not use without reference to the SUBJECT CR05S-REFERENCE GLOSSARY 
(for definitions) and to the selected examples showing APPLICATIONS 
OF SUBJECT CROSS-REFERENCE TERM5. For data entry, refer to the 
sequencinq rules and punctuation standards for system indexing. 
Bulletin 20 
COMMODIÏY CATEGORIES, SUB-CATEGORIES AND INDIVIDUAL TERMS APPENDIX 4 
LA I1VL ANIMALS 
LIVESTOCK 





























ICI' TRANSPORTATION COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
MARINE 
TRANSPORTATION-COMMUNICATION 


























NOT F : These producL categories and 
sub-cntegories were adopted From the 
Statistics Canada TRADE OF CANADA 
COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION system at 
the outset of the Newfoundland Newspaper 
project (1979). 
The "ANY FILES" were 
originally developed as a way of 
pulling together "any" term which 
related to the above categories 
and sub-catagories, allowing 
retrieval at three levels, from 

























































































Musical Instruments PHG 
Musical Instruments PHG 






































































Household Goods PHG 
Food FFBT 
Meat FFBT 
These terms are "primary" terms and are 
actually recorded with the desciptors and/or 
modifiers following each term in the process 
of transcription; a retrieval report for all 
"armsleeves", for example, would appear as 
a list where armsleeves would appear first, 
followed by the descriptive string. Similarly, 
retrieval for any clothing would also appear as 
an alphabetical list, in order of the primary 
term, followed by the descriptive string; 
e.g. "any" PORK: 
PORK; BEEF, 90 BARRUS PRIME; FLOUR, 1000 BARRELS BEST 
PORK; BUTTER; HAMS, SMOKED; PORTER; ALE 
PORK, IRISH MESS; BREAD; PEASE; OATMEAL; ALE 
PORK, 10 BARRELS QUEBEC; APPLES, 10 BARRELS AMERICAN 
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DATA ENTRY GUIDE: ARCHIVAL DATA BASE FOR HISTORIC NEWSPAPER ANNOUNCEMENTS APPENDIX 5 
SEE A L S O : DATA BASE D E F I N I T I O N , WITH EXAMPLES SHOWING DATA FORMAT FOR EACH FIELD 
N O T E : WHERE " L I S T S " A P P E A R , ENTRY OF TERMS IS IN A " P H R A S E " WITH ";" AS BREAK 
C T I ) 
CA1 __ 




NPCOL'' NPD/.A.. - ' 
NPDCA--NT"I'LL 
lBth CENTURY NOVA SCOTIA NEWSPAPERS: ADVERTISEMENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
•CATflLOfillFR . . r *> " t tO ' " , H CATALOGUE DATE 19830721 P a g e , o f _j_ R E C 0 R O „ eS-SOO/ 
"ÇWSPAPER, ***** ™**** V o l . * _ L . Issue I JO. Page JL. Column J -
£AJ£, f i r s t appearance 'W/2/2> f o l l ow ing «pp. . . - - , . - , . . /7WS/9; /*Krn//r>-/79i-/>//7- /7Ko?,Qfy 
Economic 0 Social B Political Q 
CRns"-RFFFRFNrFrrT • ? " ' * " « • ^ ^ f r S ' ^ H v p ' ? * - , H4.TKSfwt.ftr»», fttomrv. u™BABLE. ML. 




S L 1 Y - - S L A C »j 
SLFC I 






a £ £ U M ^ T 
SVNAM I T - "r**! 
SVTY- — ",,---' 
SVPRÛV--' 
























PRODUCT 0 LAND Q " OTHER R~ -PESr Jenrfcrtmur 
Tor s a l e H j Imported, H f Imported, H I ' For sa le , H I T ° buy H I 
s t a ted assumed Local 
In buy U For sale 0 " 
Land Type rouM * - ° r s 
For rent D Ind i v i dua l Auct ion 
Tot-el Acres 
F e a t u r e s 3wU>IN<LS; W I I R : . « » M iNKKiaRS: ffflgQEW 
Social D Political Q Religious Q Other 0 " -BÊÊ. 
Specify 
Country /Prov/State HCV« Sconrt 
Sc ree tAa^mark ^ " y W f W l ' ^ x / s T R t - r ; , ^ 
Name A\lE*1..-)rM>j 
Stated 
Occupation ^ ^ " T 
Indicate Advertiser 0 
Carrier Mom» HRK - T y p e 
• D D • 
_ 2 S ! £ P , . — l o o o a j 
• JSUBl 
~^gg)^i;C)6V i f t t f ' 
CREM — -
(PAR)—, 
DESCRIPTION ABSTRACT and CATALOGUER REMARKS 
£sL MR. MEM's Stop UIK JesnroVffc V/ Fife ^AIP HE «gyps 75 LSTVE 
rue fe/wtf. HE wan* TO Anur /u_ jEBnr. HE U seu-it& HTC JUICLLIWC 
'feuM*; re*.Bon«,SiirnoNtj u)WE;gjfer. fe^nas 




uiHO H/l.s THEEE IftoMS WITH nflsft/ttrs, THg»n BEBRO&W /I ftuwn 
/1 F<bST-oaE f e i m S <W0 A fluftal. HE dLSn HAS THE FCClOullMt ingi! 
ft>< .ox* iowm .flag: heaJ frnnjrw ^HiMrei): , 
j g a J j C W M w r ^ P f : OAKUM: PUNK. fED<g, LmnJlj llfMH- S f i M B f t ^ H . Qui), L W m : • 
xwoLJm. STTftCteTij Vl. fu -
* t *^6'C0: 3K0»NC-BAaS:/tMK; mMUgU. OlEfE/JlEKd : JuiogûS 
IWe5;l>»«y-HAMTXEJ>. PÛTESjJEi-C^nuie.ej fej : WITCHES, ftcteTJ 
. « E N ^ fot5<HIJTu<!UAH.rnU^) SHOES, ItatMeK. KlOMEMS 
PAftlK. 610TTMC; GUlLLSjJuiTH) Ç,l»TES.,S«/tU. : PENS• T/Ng 
At/lLSO: l?KMSD f))-)Qoyi*AClt>imiNXl- flfoOUCTS 
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DATE5: examples of dates included above indicate how they should 
be entered (year month day, with no space between); for 
the purposes of facilitating transcription and editing, they have 
been recorded in a shortened form and have been separated with 
(/) slashes. All months and days appearing in short form refer to 
tî*.p .-.•?.- -ph->ari:-.3 ir- î;he firct part of the dr.q-j,-:icc. 
SUB: (ignore the (/) boxes): entry for this field requires 
including FOUR areas of the form, in the sequence indicated. 
Insert the term EVENTS:(followed by the term indicated on the form, 
in this case FIRE) and OCCUPATIONS:(term indicated; this term will 
often appear with a (?); leave a space and enter the question mark 
in those cases); also include OTHER KEY-WORDS FOR SUBJECT in this 
field as they appear in the lower right part of the form. NOTE: 
be sure to use the (;) between terms (but not at the end of the 
string). 
SCAT: enter all PRODUCT CATEGORY mnemonics in this field, 
separated by a (;). NOTE: these have been circled to 
aid data entry and to distinguish them from the sub-category fields. 
They aluo indicate the beginning of the DE field for each. 
SCCAT: the same rule applies for the PRODUCT SUB-CATEGORY field 
(PAR): enter the PARIS NUMBER (assigned 
when a new record is entera/ into 
the system^, onto the TRANSCRIPTION FORM 
at the time of data entry. 
Ail data entry is to be done in UPPEH D-SE. 
Carefull attention must be paid to the 
"punctuation" or field "break characters". 
The semi-colon (;) is used to separate 
terms. This functions as the programme 
indication to file terms identified as 
INDEX TERMS into the index as individual 
terms. The comma (,) is used as a "sub-
field" break character. 
COPY RECORO: The data entry operator can 
group records together on the 
basis of the greatest number of shared fields 
and enter the common data into a "copy" record. 
Ge sure, when using a copy record, to delete 
the fields when the information changes! 
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